
Accelerating the Solar Revolution



To meet the Paris Agreement, we need to 
build eight solar parks of 10 MW in Europe 
every day for the next 30 years



$159B invested in 

solar energy in 2020

24% annual growth 

next ten years

In 2021
$184B were invested 

in solar energy 

Next ten years 
24% annual growth 



The solar revolution has reached the Nordics



There’s a rush to
secure the best solar sites

Glint Solar uses satellite data and machine 

learning to identify and analyze thousands of 

potential solar sites in a region.



Identifying new sites is challenging

Millions of potential sites A high number of factors to evaluate

92,405,395
parcels in France
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Workflow

Does not include all stakeholders involved 

Site identification 

Manual and slow process 

Team collaboration 

Friction to share information and collaborate 

Data sources

Data is fragmented and building internal tools is costly

Limited tools available for the large deployment



Massive growth - utility-scale the largest

Source: IEA, Net zero scenario 2030 case (2022), SEIA (2021)

890 GW



Massive growth - utility-scale the largest

Source: IEA, Net zero scenario 2030 case (2022), SEIA (2021)

5000 GW

890 GW
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Easy-to-use map filtering 

Overview of all project sites

Dynamic topographical analysis

Technical and financial analysis

Multi-criteria filter in table

Generate project reports

Glint’s software: Quick, intuitive, powerful





Site identification
Feasibility & 
Pipeline tools

Financing/
contract

Tech. design/ 
construction

Land & grid 
contracts 

Crowded space 

Data from the early phases of a project cascades through the project’s life.

Operation & 
maintenance

Strategic space 

Strategic position to unlock early project 
insights for solar developers



How solar developers use Glint Solar
“To achieve our growth target, we have to proactively source project leads which is why we signed a partnership to 
leverage Glint Solar’s innovative software. We’re already looking at 55% more project leads.”
- John, leading European solar developer

Outbound leads Inbound leads
Collaborating 
with partners

Proactively prospect for sites in 
your key markets by targeting 
specific project criteria, e.g. types 
of land, distance to 
interconnection.

Quickly understand what are 
strong leads vs. what is noise by 
running the first level of analysis.

Onboard your development 
partners to streamline the 
collaboration process to avoid 
information asymmetry in the 
projects you buy.

Main Secondary Assessing



Optimizing the workflow for developers
The Glint software addresses the needs of several positions in building a solar project 

pipeline, from screening to building the initial technical layout and business case.



To ensure a streamlined workflow, we’re integrating with the softwares that developers already rely on.

Lead generation and origination Design, engineering, financing

Import 
existing data

The missing piece in the workflow



Grow and manage your solar pipeline with Glint
We are unlocking new countries so it’s easy for developers to both identify and analyze potential sites across multiple 
markets. And also for management to easily view their pipeline in specific countries. 

Legend:

Existing coverage

Under development

Others by request



Glint assists leading energy companies globally

“Every so often truly innovative companies emerge, changing the status 

quo of the industry. Through their novel approach of combining satellite 

data and machine learning, Glint Solar is one of those companies.”

— Stefan Mückstein, Enerwhere

Some of our happy customers

Supporting partners
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